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Google sites is extremely easy to use and can be very effective if used to its fullest potential. First there is a variety of different backgrounds of which to choose from that you believe will be most pleasing to the eye. You then title your page and you can add text and photos freely, if you need a new page, but you want to stay on the topic you just create an extension to the page. Again very easy to use for even the most technologically challenged individuals!

Voice thread allows you to communicate with others in many different ways without having to be with them. You create a presentation on power point or wherever you would like and you transfer it to voice thread. You then add your voice to the piece and post it. Voice thread then allows others to communicate in debate about your project using voice, drawing and text box. With these ability’s voice thread can be extremely useful for a group of people that can’t get together for one reason or another!

Slide share was as simple as making a power point and uploading it. The great thing that slide share then allows you to do is post it on the web where everybody can see your presentation and use it for information. This is very nice when people are looking for a few extra things to put in a paper or other school work. Slide share is global and anybody can view the information!

PowToons allows the creativity challenged individuals to be creative, the tech challenged individuals to create easily, and the organization challenged individuals to be more organized than ever. PowToons is something that can be used that is very DIFFERENT from all other presentation organizers!

Prezi is also very easy to use and makes you look like a tech genius with little work involved. All you do is add a bubble and write. Prezi then zooms in and out for you and make its look super complicated when in reality you had to do very little for this to look so nice! Prezi is something I would use again!

Health 101 is a tool that can be used for many different reasons. Students can really take advantage of this tool by choosing to read up on it whenever a new addition comes out. There are study helpers, weight helpers, just life in general helpers for the reader. Just read it and see!